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Introduction
by Tyler Dunning

“Hubris,” the first says, loud enough for the bar to hear. “The nerve to think they could make it across a sea 

that vast. Hubris. Deserved to fall, for all I care. Deserved to lose his boy. Hope the Inventor knows that—

would say it to his face if  he were here.”

 “No, ignorance,” says the next. “Genius for sure, no doubt, but, I mean, wax and string? Feathers from 

the birds? Goddumb fool, that’s what I say. What’d he expect? Honestly, what—”

 “Yer both right, maybe—hubris, ignorance—or disregard. Disregard for both,” chides another. 

“Disregard for that boy’s life, that’s for sure, sealing their fates: boy dead, father living with it. Like staring the 

gods in the eyes, taking that leap. Stole from the—”

 “Flew too high!” the last yells, somewhere in the crowd, before argument breaks out. Some agree, 

others don’t. It’s an old conversation revisited, the ending always the same: a boy lifeless in the water, testing 

the heat we’d been given to live. A tale known far and wide, and whether true, it doesn’t matter. Some believe 

it, seeing the sun differently now. But most don’t care: wasn’t their kid, isn’t their problem.

 The debate would subside, the raucous quelling. Patrons would head home. But the question on 

everyone’s lips, as always, would go unasked: That kid, Icarus, the one in the canary costume, did no one see 

him fall?
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In its most recent incarnation of  Brooklyn history, Prospect-Lefferts Gardens—situated along Flatbush 

Avenue—existed as a haven for Caribbean Americans: Haitians, Dominicans, Jamaicans. When we moved 

in eight years ago, our neighborhood consisted of  jerk chicken, roti, bodegas, and one really ill-fated night 

club (RIP “D-Avenue”). Now, as one of  the most rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods in the five boroughs, 

our streets host fresh-to-the-city college students, dancers, actors, jazz trumpeters. What began as a trickle 

of  whiteness quickly transformed to masses. From the middle of  America, they come in hordes, emerging 

from airplanes, cars, busses, trains. Heads filled with current or future B.A.’s in something or another, hearts 

full of  dreams. Like light little wisps of  ragweed pollen, they travel on air. They fly in through my nose, cause 

shortness of  breath, itchy eyes, and a tickle in my throat.

 I thought we would be safe in our little neighborhood. It was far enough from Manhattan and basically 

the other side of  the universe from Williamsburg, after all. In the beginning we even got away with a few 

years of  (the fabled) preferential rent. We made monthly payments below market value! But now they exit with 

me on the train, yoga mats and Trader Joes bags in hand. With each twist of  the built-in screws on the cheap 

single-use IKEA furniture, I feel the heat. The anger on my neck. My rent rising as the demographic in my 

neighborhood shifts to the young new progeny.

 The first coffee shop I worked at in the West Village was a haven for the swarm of  newbies. Fresh new 

faces just moved to the city, desperate to find themselves or to be found. It was tragically hip, embarrassingly 

so, and new workers came through like scattershot. Fresh, excited little bundles barely aiming for a target 

that just simply dropped to the ground as quickly as they had shot from the gun. Auditions are hard, rent is 

expensive, winter is cold, and carrying ten pounds of  groceries half  a mile can wear you out really fast. Most 

of  the contingency who doesn’t stay here leaves within the first year. Ten years later, still in the service industry, 

I have watched numerous short-term friends drop through the sieve, drifting to Connecticut, North Carolina, 

back home to Seattle or warm California. 

 In the beginning this city feels like a flower. So many bright lights, sweet, boozy nectar consumed until 

the 4 AM call time at bars, performances in Times Square, the allure of  a celebrity sighting, the promise of  

assured future fame. But after a few years, you begin to notice that the ones drawn to petals are the first to give 

up. The first to be turned off  to the smell. Not that of  a sweet jasmine flower or honeysuckle, but of  sweating 

trash in the summer heat. The stench of  multiple layers of  human urine.

 We’re inherently drawn to plants that are engineered to pollinate via middle-men. Bees and flies and 
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even bears act as secret agents doing plant bidding, transporting pollen, fertilizing with fuzzy legs. These plants 

are decidedly a bit showy, and generally smell quite nice, so we pay thousands of  dollars to feature them at 

weddings, funerals. We use them to woo potential partners. Only a handful of  flowering plants don’t use this 

form of  fertilization. A majority of  those few—as well as the conifers, grasses, and grains—use the wind. 

Their game plan is to breed using sheer numbers. Thousands and thousands of  plant sperm is simply released 

into the air and most of  it doesn’t make it. It’s a crapshoot, really; a miracle that any of  it does. 

 The moments that make the city worth living in—the places where people get hooked (and stay)—

are the moments of  magic. The ones I’m simply convinced could never happen anywhere else. A wayward 

lightning bug that flies directly into your apartment window to perform a one-bug glow-show just for you. 

Stumbling upon a dear friend in the middle of  a crowded subway platform. The 2 AM conversation with a 

Polish cabbie that ends with a deep, hearty, and loving handshake when you realize you both not only share 

the same favorite coffee shop, but also have little to no use for “weather” talk. An excited knock on your 

door followed with a giant bear-hug from a do-rag donning Flatbush native the night your middle-of-America 

basketball team wins the world championship. “I know how important this is to you,” he says, “and just wanted 

to share the moment.”

 Those brief  junctures when you realize that you are not isolated and there is no way that you could be, 

even if  you tried. The boundary between mine and yours is not a chain-link fence or the edge of  a lawn; in 

actuality, a majority of  the city is shared. The sidewalks, streets, parks, uberPOOL, and even your favorite little 

spot to sit and think. That when the summer humidity really settles in, every single resident of  this city—from 

the homeless veteran on the street to the blue-shirted golden-handcuffed financial dude—is disgustingly sticky 

and visibly soaked with sweat.

 As you walk down Flatbush Avenue, lindens, ginkgoes, and maples line the streets. They jut up from 

the sidewalk, pushing it cockeyed and making the walking surface uneven. The symmetrical cut of  sidewalk 

space granted by city developers to currently living trees provides a patch of  dirt around each one. Inevitably 

this patch, no matter how much tromping from city kids and urine streams from dogs, will get filled with the 

Poales: the grasses and sedges and rushes. The long, feathery wisps that are hardly noticeable unless they aren’t 

there anymore. They are the plants that fill the landscape—turn an empty brown plot of  dirt into a place where 

a young family might want to picnic. After ten years in this place, when I see them now, I can’t help but wonder 

from just how far have they travelled. Is it really all a big accident, or did they know this was supposed to be 



their home all along? They help me to remember to open my eyes, take a deep breath. I brought my whiteness 

and my useless B.A. here with me too. A community cannot be built solely out of  flowers, and in this city it’s 

always allergy season.
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When the dawn arrives, the wind, sweeping through the meadow at the edge of  the trees near the rim of  

Hammond Canyon, beckons me toward the smell of  breakfast on the fire. I hear the soft sounds of  my friends 

stirring in their sleeping bags and blankets around our campsite. It’s late May, but at nearly 9,000 feet above sea 

level, the temperature hovers around 25 degrees. Every movement is hindered by the five layers I’m wearing 

to stay warm, and I’m reluctant to put on the boots that have been sitting under the rainfly all night. “Aren’t I 

supposed to be in the desert?” I think to myself, as I lay in my sleeping bag shivering. Maybe a hot drink would 

do well to warm my core. 

 Upon stepping out of  my chilly, nylon enclosure, the wind greets me with icy air, and I’m wishing I 

had another layer or two to wear under my heavy coat, which is doing its best to keep the cold gusts away from 

my body. I start moving, making my way to the campfire that someone has stoked up into a blazing inferno. 

A few more of  my friends have crawled out of  their tents and made their way to the warm embrace of  the 

cottonwood and poplar logs burning in a pile. There are few places as magical as where I am standing over the 

warm fire. 

 What makes this place so special are the twin buttes just beyond the meadow, reaching up to the clouds 

with all the majesty of  the natural world. The massive natural structures are called “Bears Ears,” two huge 

sandstone plateaus that have been carved out of  the landscape by wind and water over millions of  years. The 

vast area is pockmarked with canyons and streams, meadows and forests, and calls to be explored on foot. I 

feel so small, standing in awe of  the bigness of  my surroundings. I can feel that there has to be a deeper story 

in this landscape.

 That evening around the campfire, I join my fellow camping mates and two men from the local Navajo 

chapter in San Juan County. Bears Ears and the surrounding 1.9 million acres have been proposed as a national 

monument by a coalition of  five Native American tribes. Jonah Yellowman and Willie Greyeyes have come 

to discuss why this huge swath of  southern Utah is worth protecting as a monument. Jonah and Willie are 

Navajo medicine men who carry the burden of  the memories of  their tribe and their families and advise their 

communities on traditional matters. The medicine men are also well known storytellers and have hundreds of  

years’ worth of  traditional fables and stories to share.

Be still and the earth will speak to you.

—Navajo Proverb
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 I am transfixed during the stories that Jonah and Willie tell us around the fire as the sun sinks low and 

the sky begins to glow yellow, then orange, then bright pink, before finally returning to blue as dusk falls. The 

fire is our source of  warmth and makes the stories of  the origin of  the medicine men mystical and enthralling. 

The men tell the origin story of  the Navajo, coming from the Dark World, where the first woman and the first 

man existed into the Blue World. The Swallow Chief  of  the Blue World asked the Navajo Man and Woman to 

leave, and so they migrated to the Yellow World, which they had to leave because of  a great flood. Finally the 

Navajo came to the Fourth World, or the Glittering World, where the Diné now live, and spread out along the 

Colorado Plateau. The medicine men spoke of  how their ancestors came to the canyon country of  southern 

Utah, and how their ancestors still speak to and guide them in the decisions they make. 

 I’m struck by how strong of  a connection these men have with their past and the history of  their 

family and of  their tribe. It’s a sobering thought that this connection with familial history is something I hardly 

know for myself. I think of  my ancestors as just people who existed before me, not someone who made 

choices that affected my life. These men have a capacity for remembering those before them and advising their 

tribe on those past experiences shared through oral tradition. 

 Jonah begins to discuss the monument proposal after the long origin story of  the Navajo. He says 

that the monument is more than just a protection of  the land for the sake of  the natural environment. This is 

about protecting the way of  life of  the Diné, honoring their ancestors, and ensuring that future generations of  

Native Americans can continue the sacred traditions. “We believe that when we die, our spirit returns to the 

earth and becomes the rays of  the sun, the stars in the sky, and, most importantly, the air that we breathe!” says 

Willie. This is about protecting the heavens and this landscape certainly looks heavenly.

 The five tribes in the coalition that proposed the monument all have words in their own languages for 

this magnificent place and they all translate to “Bears Ears.” This is a shared space, a history of  co-existence 

and co-experience for these groups of  people who have been here long before anyone from the Anglo-society 

came to the region. But the amazing part about this nearly divine meeting is the willingness of  these respected 

medicine men to share their stories, share their land on which we pitched our tents, and share the wisdom of  

their ancestors with us at the base of  the Bears Ears. The air is filled with the spirits of  the ancestors of  these 

medicine men as they weave the parables about life and death. Their ancestors are here with us—on the breeze, 

in the flame, on our tongues—because of  the stories these men tell and will pass on to the next generation.

 Jonah and Willie spend nearly two whole hours with us eating, drinking, talking, and listening in this 
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region that has been understood for a thousand years as heaven on earth. After they leave, we are silent as 

we sit around the fire to keep warm, listening to the wind blow through the trees on the edge of  Hammond 

Canyon. I feel the cold try to push through the halo of  warmth of  the flames and hear the distant howl of  

a coyote. I can feel the weight of  the people who lived here and passed through here press down and wrap 

around our gathering, shielding us from the cold wind.

 It grows late and it’s time for me to return to my temporary shelter near the edge of  the meadow and 

the trees. At this elevation, the air is thin, which makes moving arduous for someone who lives at sea level. As I 

work my way slowly back to my tent, I see the stars like never before, forming constellation after constellation, 

spreading the sky with endless light. It’s 25 degrees again. My skin has goosebumps, my fingers and toes ache, 

my nose is dripping, but I can’t help myself; I have to look at the grandiose display of  nature. I take a deep 

breath and think of  the words from the medicine men. This is heaven.
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Clouds form dunes of  hand-rolled cigarettes.
Wild roses open like hundreds of  gently flaming suns,

like the square’s cherry smoldering. Dunegrass wobbles, dressed
in salt and touched with the honey that drips from the sun’s first

drooling yawn. The wind’s silver breath stutters on, cusses
a visible streak upon the bay while the moon hangs

its pale white hat. A few lightning bolts as terns curve air
and waves heave white thunder against the shore before lunging

out to sea. They flip the bird, while sand-crickets spit at
the morning orchestra that continues to untie their strings.





Going Down
by Tom Van de Water
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All lookouts live in the sky. Winds swirl mists up along the ridges to form and dissipate. The cumulus clouds 

of  summer billow up before a storm and the cirrus mare’s tails sweep in high and alive. Rainbows nearly close 

a circle below the peak. Sky and mountains surround a fire lookout at the edge of  Idaho’s Selway-Bitterroot 

Wilderness. 

 This evening, the glow of  a September sunset fills the 12’x12’ window-wrapped cabin and the night 

stars will rise and set below the bed. Lightning storms flash in, encircling the mountain and leaving it shuddering 

with explosions of  air. Last week a bolt torched trees on the next ridge and needles glowed late into the night. 

Smoke rises from the late summer fires like incense and lungs fill with the lost lives of  trees. The air tastes of  

fire.

 Lookouts live for the drama of  fire: calculating exact coordinates of  a smoke, reporting fire weather, 

monitoring some fires which are allowed to burn, and helping firefighters reach others to put them out. Now 

in September, the huckleberry leaves, wild buckwheat, and mountain ash are brilliant purple, red, and orange. 

The clouds are lower and snow lingers longer on these peaks after a storm. The fire season is coming to an 

end and the score of  salaried lookouts in these mountains are going down.

 Give me a drink once more from the lookout spring—the cool water in a metal cup—that trickles 

out among the alders and monkey flowers. The path to the spring is lined with pearly everlasting and purple 

asters. Mountain bluebirds swoop ahead from tree to tree. Further up the path, near the peak, is the ridge 

where we picnicked, watching the sun set over the prairie and the moon rise over the Bitterroots by a glowing 

campfire. Here is where our sons grew these many summers—reading, singing, swimming, fighting, and playing 

surrounded by the constancy of  wind and huckleberries, rock and fir trees. Here is where we’d sleep out, after 

the summer mosquitoes faded, to see the Perseid meteors every August, where friends and relatives joined us 

to celebrate birthdays. On these ridges too are the spear points, chips, and pestle stones from ancient families 

long gone. The Natives knew these ridges for thousands of  years, hunting and gathering, telling stories, and 

watching stars and fires.

I get the urge for going
When the meadow grass is turning brown.
Summertime is falling down and winter
Is closing in.

—Joni Mitchell
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 Only two hundred years ago, a Nez Perce man stood here as his people headed down the ridge with 

approaching snow. His world was soon to shrink. Lewis and Clark had just come over Lolo Pass and others 

would follow. All the old ways would change. Many Native people still come to this ridge, picking huckleberries, 

visiting gravesites, and collecting cous roots. Sadly, one man from a group picking berries was lost and died this 

fall. He was found after a long search, face down across a creek. Too much has crumbled in too many cultures. 

Too much is going down.

 On the mountain, everything is carried up on the wind. Voices of  owls come up from below; an elk 

bugles a challenge and gray wolves howl a mournful peal by the lake. Dust rises from the trails and the scent 

of  pine, fir, and spruce mingle with moist air rising from far away creeks like Rhoda, Three Links, and Old 

Man. The air carries the high-pitched cries of  a pika on her way through the rocks. She pauses, clips grass, 

and scurries on with the hay, down into dens for the winter. A rough-legged hawk glides overhead and two 

ravens croak over the blue-green hills of  the Selway. The Clark’s nutcrackers sound their alarm as they search 

for whitebark pine cones and a distant nuthatch gives its friendly, nasal, repetitive call. Lookouts on the Forest 

Service radio talk about going down and returning next year.

 But times change, budgets are cut and land managers question having lookouts perched on the peaks 

when planes and helicopters can patrol. Lookouts these days don’t know if  they’ll ever return, though they 

offer a unique perspective in seeing the big picture of  fires and weather. Yesterday a plane was called an hour 

away to check a smoke that a lookout had already confirmed as coming from the next state. A helicopter pilot, 

new to the area, reported a Wilderness fire already identified by lookouts as a new start. Lookouts see the 

forest differently since they live in the landscape. Visitors, too, come to lookouts for information:

 “Where is that fire?”

 “Why is it burning?”

 “What’s that mountain?”

 “Why are those clear-cuts on such steep slopes?”

 “Does this trail go to the Crags?”

 In times of  privatization, an experienced lookout may become an anomaly. Lookout towers may be 

left to decay as money goes for the latest flying machine or computer. And, unfortunately, inexperienced 

volunteers can sometimes add confusion rather than clarity in a fire or emergency.

 A lookout is in the midst of  the atmosphere as well as the landscape. The air swirling around the 
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peak carries gases worldwide, holding the inhalations and exhalations of  all that lives. The mountain forests 

recycle these breaths and send out air and peace endlessly circling. Many of  the trees we need for breath and 

inspiration, though, are coming down. Cutting has begun again in earnest. Even though sustainable forestry on 

private and public timberland can supply human needs, we’re dipping into the irreplaceable old growth reserve. 

And rising temperatures are threatening the habitat of  the pikas, whitebark pine, Clark’s nutcrackers, and all 

that depend on them.

 Up here, the flapping flag reminds the lookout of  all that passes. A wind coming in from the southwest 

carries the loss and joy, the exhausts and scents of  the world. Each year we change air’s content in ways we can 

measure with carbon dioxide monitors and ozone indicators. The mountain, though, holds through it all, like 

a boulder in the river.

 The mountain presence seems constant. Rocks look the same year after year. Even the lookout tower 

and its contents seem static. Though we’ve put on new layers of  paint, new panes of  glass, and new wax on 

the floor, nothing appears different. The same Osborne Fire Finder stands in the middle of  the room, map 

in place with the mountain at the center. The same silverware and cooking pots lie in the same low cupboards 

and drawers. The same quiet permeates when the Forest Service radio traffic dies. The same wind rattles the 

dipper on the old milk can filled with water. The same sun warms my back in the southwest corner. These are 

the things I love about the lookout, the familiar constants that offer comfort: rounds of  wood, cut and split by 

the little cook stove, an ancient lookout chair and lightning stool with glass insulators on the legs, a beautiful 

wooden table made by a fellow lookout and friend, the measured heights marked on the window frame where 

Lee and Jay have grown these twenty-five years, the old copy of  Treasure Island I read to them, the weathered 

flagpole and tattered flag flapping this way and that, the old coffee pot for tea and showers, the Forest Service 

mug, the sound of  a friendly lookout voice on the radio reporting increased winds to firefighters. I love the 

drifting heaviness as sleep drops my chin down and ink blots for a few minutes while I’m lost in a dream. I 

love the clarity of  air after a cold front and the clarity of  mind after a quiet walk in the heather. And I love the 

miles and miles and miles of  peaks and ridges, valleys and cliffs I’ll scan for hours with binoculars. Yet, I too 

“get the urge for going” and I know it’s time to go.

 I’ll walk the ridges one last time and scan the horizon for one more smoke before all is put away and 

I close the shutters. The eyes of  the Lookout will go dim. This place, though, will remain. Not the tower 

certainly, but these mountains and rivers, their wisdom and wildness. The Wilderness must hold against the 



encroaching world, for here is our air, our water, our wildlife, our spirit, and our culture. This will remain a 

source when all other things go down.

 I put on my pack, feel the straps on my shoulders, the comfortable weight on my back and I step down, 

locking the door for the last time, ready to meet what troubles await, knowing that within me is a mountain in 

the clouds. No need to look back.
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